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Pre-Tooling Mist for Silicone 
 

 

Packaging: 4 fluid ounces (Accessory Pack) *4oz Spray bottle of Pre-Tooling Mist, 1 Perfect Bead Tool, Illustrations and Instructions 
32 fluid ounces (Quart) 
128 fluid ounces (Gallon)  

 

Product Description:  

 

Pre-Tooling Mist for Silicone is a spray agent used to aid in silicone installation and clean up during application. 
It is low odor, easy to apply and user friendly. Pre-Tooling Mist helps keep excess silicone from adhering to 
unwanted areas. The Perfect Bead Tool is designed to leave the correct size caulk bead in both vertical and 
horizontal joints and seams. The sides of the Perfect Bead Tool have a squeegee design to keep clean up to a 
minimum, while creating a perfectly tooled silicone bead. 
 
Suggested Uses:   
 

Wall Systems   Wood    Fiberglass  
Marble / Granite  Glass    Kitchen / Bath Areas  
Solid Surface   Laminates   Porcelain 
Plumbing Fixtures  Metal    Trim / Moldings 
Ceramic Tile   RV, Trailer, Marine  General Silicone Applications  

 

Directions: 
 
Pre-Tooling Mist prevents the adherence of silicone – Do not spray on surface prior to caulking. 

**Testing product in an inconspicuous area is always recommended. 
 
1. Prep surface according to silicone instructions. Apply bead of silicone to desired surface. 
2. Lightly spray Pre-Tooling Mist directly onto silicone bead, approximately 6-8 inches away. The goal is to 

lightly cover not only the silicone bead, but also the surface on either side of it. DO NOT SATURATE 
EITHER THE SILICONE OR THE SURFACE TO WHICH IT IS BEING APPLIED. It is also recommended to lightly 
spray the Perfect Bead Tool or any caulking tool being used to tool the silicone bead. 

3. Using moderate pressure, move the tool along the silicone to smooth and press the silicone bead into 
the intended void. Intermittent removal of excess silicone is suggested for best performance.  

4. Using a clean, damp cloth, softly wipe away any excess Pre-Tooling Mist from the applied surface.  
 

The user is solely responsible for evaluating the product and determining whether it is fit for user’s                                              
particular purpose and adequately maintained. 
 

Caution: Keep out of the reach of children and pets. Avoid eye and prolonged skin contact.  


